Strengthened access to quality inclusive responsive human rights delivery in Zimbabwe

The project seeks to expand the protection, scope and reach of human rights and deepen participation of citizens in accessing human rights services. This will be achieved through expansion of the protection and promotional mandate of the Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission through increased systematic case management processes, monitoring and inspection of places of detention, investigation of complaints and delivery of administrative justice to marginalised groups.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the project is therefore to improve and deepen the participation of marginalised and vulnerable communities for increased access to quality human rights services, enhanced access to justice, social cohesion and a just and equal society.

NEW CONSTITUTION
with an expansive Bill of Rights which guarantees all rights

MAJOR HUMAN RIGHTS TREATIES RATIFIED

MARGINALISED GROUPS HAVE LIMITED ACCESS TO HUMAN RIGHTS SERVICES

LIMITED IMPLEMENTATION & ENFORCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

LIMITED IMPLEMENTATION & ENFORCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

SERVICE DELIVERY
Increase quality and quantity of services in complaints handling, monitoring and investigation delivered to marginalised and vulnerable groups.

ACCESS FOR MARGINALISED GROUPS
Ensure marginalised groups are empowered to demand their rights by provision of quality information, skills, systems and processes that improve access to human rights and justice services.

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
Building individual and institutional capacities for the delivery of services and strengthen policy advocacy.

PARTNERSHIPS
Explore external partnerships and opportunities for South-South and triangular collaboration with established institutions to share experiences, and learn best practices.

IN 2015, THE ZIMBABWE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION:
- Established a functional secretariat
- Developed & adopted a 5 year strategic plan
- Conducted a survey to provide a baseline on the human rights situation in Zimbabwe

For more information
www.zw.undp.org  @undpzimbabwe  /undpzimbabwe
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